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should not miss
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Vaccines against
cancer turn
active & relevant
BIOPSY DEVICES
UNDERGO
TRANSFORMATION

DIAGNOSTICS
CANADA ANNOUNCES
$17.9 FOR HIV KITS

DISEASES
GERD INSTANCES
NOW ON THE RISE

TREATMENT
OOC BOOSTS DRUG
DISCOVERY

WHICH MARKETS ARE GROWING?

RISE WITH INNOVATION!

Vaccines Against Cancer Turns a
Very Active and Relevant Field
• Amazon signs partnership with Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research
Center on a Phase 1 trial for cancer vaccine targeting breast cancer and
metastatic melanoma.
• Researchers at the University of Iowa created a nanoparticle-vaccine
combination to target melanoma. Experiments in mice showed extended
survival or eliminated the cancerous tumour.

Personalised
cancer treatment
has become very
active with many
companies,
including Moderna,
Nykode and
CureVac, focusing
on cancer vaccine
development.
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• India's rst quadrivalent Human Papillomavirus vaccine,
manufactured by the Serum Institute of India against cervical
cancer, will be launched by the end of 2022. Incepta Vaccine
Ltd, Bangladesh's rst vaccine manufacturing company,
launches the cervical cancer vaccine Papilovax in
Bangladesh.
• Agenus and Targovax enter a clinical collaboration and
supply agreement to combine Targovax's TG mutant KRAS
cancer vaccine with Agenus's clinically validated and FDAapproved QS-21 STIMULON adjuvant.
Advances in understanding the mechanism of a tumour to
evade immune responses have facilitated the development of
vaccines. Vaccines are also proving very ef cient when used in
combination with other immunotherapies. Scalable test results,
existing COVID vaccine manufacturers like SII entering the
sector and big players like Amazon showing interest in the
industry made the global market for Cancer Vaccines among
our top 'What's Up. For detailed analysis on how the Global
Cancer Vaccines Market is performing and gain a
comprehensive understanding of the industry, check out our
latest market report here.

Biopsy Devices Undergo
Transformations
• Artemis DNA and Datar signed a contract to offer Trucheck
Pragma, a blood-based screening test for lung, stomach,
colon, pancreas, prostate and breast cancers.
• TransMed7 is all prepared to launch SpeedBird, Concorde
Breast and heron prostate biopsy instruments that employ
forward-coring and forward- and side-coring technologies
that enable more precise tissue retrieval and less trauma for
the patient.
Growing demand for painless cancer screening procedures and
higher prevalence of chronic conditions are increasing the need
for more and better biopsy devices. Though new imaging
techniques show results in testing for skin cancer, biopsy
devices remain the prime detection method. For detailed
analysis on how the Global Biopsy Devices Market is
performing and gain a comprehensive understanding of the
industry, check out our latest market report here.

Federal boost
supports HIV/
HBV/HCV Kits

Canada announces $17.9
million to distribute HIV
self-testing kits for the
population affected across
the country. In addition,
Abbott launches HBsAg
Next Assay in India for
early detection of Hepatitis
B. With governments
pushing more cash and
home-testing kits gaining
popularity, test kits market
demand rises. For detailed
analysis on how the global
hiv/hbv/hcv test kit
market is performing and
gain comprehensive
understanding of the
industry, check out our
latest market report here.
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Organ-On-A-Chip Rescues Where Animal
Models Failed
• Organ-on-a-Chip (OOC) successfully mimics the pathology of chronic in ammatory demyelinating
polyneuropathy and multifocal motor neuropathy, the two sporadic and devastating neuromuscular
diseases that can't be replicated in animal models like primates or rodents.
• CN Bio announces opening of new laboratory facilities dedicated to its contract research services.
The doubling of lab space is a response to increasing market demand for OOC services.
• Researchers at Harvard developed an Environmental Enteric Dysfunction (EED) Chip (Human
intestine-on-a-chip) that reveals nutrition and genetics' effects on children's disease.
• Draper Inc delivers PREDICT96 - ALI (air-liquid-interface), a Lung-on-Chip model to predict
response to COVID antiviral treatments. Emulate upgrades their intestinal OOC for exploring
in ammatory bowel disease.
OOCs are proving to be very powerful over animal testing or cell culture models, which do not
accurately mimic infection or drug response in humans. OOCs like Liver-on-a-Chip demonstrated
sensitivity of 87% and speci city of 100%, making them most desirable by scientists for cutting costs
without hurting animals. With the regulatory acceptance of OOC by the FDA and EMA, a vast market
is opening up from biotech companies and therapeutic programmes. Evident performance superiority,
easing regulations, capacity expansions and more product launches in the past month, made the global
market for Organ-on-a-Chip among our top ‘What’s Up’. For detailed analysis on how the Global
Organ-On-A-Chip Market is performing and gain a comprehensive understanding of the industry,
check out our latest market report here.
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Nanomedicine Now Aims For
Cancer, Post COVID Success
• China explores IBD treatment using ultra-small Au25 – gold
- nanoparticles. These nanoclusters can effectively eliminate
various reactive oxygen species (ROS).
• Spatiotemporal delivery of nanoparticles at a cellular level is
desirable to deliver a maximum cytotoxic drug into cancer
cells.
• US scientists found a new way of treating solid cancer
tumours using nanomedicine that brought an immune
response.
Post its success in combating COVID-19 impact and
establishing its multiverse use (in diagnosis, monitoring,
control, prevention and treatment of diseases), nano medicine
is gaining signi cant importance and making the market among
our top three 'What's Up' this August. For detailed analysis on
how the Global Nanomedicine Market is performing and
gain a comprehensive understanding of the industry, check out
our latest market report here.

Lifestyle Changes Spike
GERD Cases Worldwide
• Endoscopic treatments such as TIF and Stretta are proving to
be a feasible, affordable and effective alternative to PPIs.
• Implants like Re uxStop from Implantica are proving to
address the limitations of proton pump inhibitors.
• GERD Drug testing also increased with Daewoong applying
for product approval of GERD drugs in three Asian
countries.
With 20-40% of the population being affected in the US alone
and the global cases of GERD being on the rise this year,
demand for GERD therapeutics is on the pitch worldwide.
For detailed analysis on how the Global GERD Therapeutics
Market is performing and gain a comprehensive understanding
of the industry, check out our latest market report here.

Radio
pharmaceuticals
Turn Targeted

Radiopharm collaborates
with Lantheusto to
develop and use Nm-01 to
treat different tumour
types. Telix
Pharmaceuticals grabs a
$4.8 million Australian
Research Council grant to
establish ITRP Hub. QSAM
Biosciences Receives
Third U.S. Patent for
clinical stage
Radiopharmaceutical drug
candidate CycloSam.
For detailed analysis on
how the Global Power
Semiconductors Market
is and gain a
comprehensive
understanding of the
industry, check out our
latest market report here.
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Drug Discoveries Drive CRO Requirements
• BioDuro-Sundia and X-Chem jointly announced the launch of DNA Encoded Compound
Library (DEL) technology services in China to help more pharmaceutical companies quickly
discover small molecule drugs.
• Velocity begins European expansion with the rst German site acquisition. Velocity is the rst
US-based clinical research site business to expand into Europe, bringing its total number of
integrated locations to 32.
• Kelai Pharmaceutical selects Nutrasource to support and strategically manage its early-stage
drug development program.
• Open Orphan, through its hVivo subsidiary, signed a contract with Euro 7.4 million with a WSbased biotech company to test its antiviral candidate employing its In uenza A human challenge
study model.
• Legend Capital leads a $150 million Series E funding round for ClinChoice to expand its
business and service offerings globally.
Market presence turned into a vital requirement for drug companies recently. With the ongoing
stress of building new formulations quickly, most Pharma companies outsource research work to
CROs. Further, even the CROs are aggressively expanding cross borders, establishing facilities
across continents to make their services available globally. Higher investor con dence in the
sector, strong expansion strategy among market players and more M&A transactions in the sector
made CRO among our Top WhatsUp this August. For detailed analysis on how the Global
Contract Research Organisation Market is performing and gain a comprehensive
understanding of the industry, check out our latest market report here.
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Contact Us
Rohith Sampathi,
CEO & Chief Consultant,
Montaigne Smart Business Solutions,
Email: rohith@montaigne.co
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